IISER Mohali, Sector 81, SAS Nagar, P.O. Manauli 140306, Punjab

Visitors Hostel Telephone: 0172-2240115
Mobile No. 9779101241 (Harish-ji)
IISER Gate Security: 172-2240080

For any queries about direction, etc. contact the IISER Gate security.

Locally IISER is pronounced as “IZER”

This document has five maps (not to scale)

1. **Tri-city Map** – Mohali, Chandigarh and Panchkula are well-planned with continuing sector numbers, and are served by the same railway station and airport. This map is useful to keep track of the sector numbers as you travel from any part of the city (e.g., Railway station, Bus station, Airport, etc.) to another part. IISER Mohali is in Sector 81 corner – very easy to reach. You will see the IISER gate at the end of the road (Purv Marg).

2. **Airport to IISER Mohali Route Map** – Quite close to IISER, the new airport area is outside the city and is developing fast.

3. **Chandigarh Railway Station to IISER Mohali Route Map** – The fare is approx. Rs. 150 to Rs.300 in Autorickshaw or Taxi. UBER and OLA CABS are cheaper.

4. **IISER Mohali Campus Map** – dotted line is the route to Visitors Hostel from Gate

5. **Satellite Map of IISER Mohali Campus** - dotted line is the route to VH from Gate.
Chandigarh International Airport (IXC) opened recently and is quite close to IISER Mohali. A reasonably good unofficial website is - [http://airportchandigarh.com](http://airportchandigarh.com).

When you exit from the baggage area you will notice taxi counters. See [http://airportchandigarh.com/info/chandigarh-airport-information](http://airportchandigarh.com/info/chandigarh-airport-information) for information on transport.

Most people know IISER Mohali at Sector 81 (next to Indian School of Business).

*See IISER Mohali campus map for entry information.*
Chandigarh railway station serves Mohali also. It takes about 30 minutes to reach IISER Mohali and the route is quite straightforward. There are Taxi and Auto-rickshaw counters after exiting from Platform 1 of the station. Radio Taxi, UBER and OLA CABS can also be booked earlier. Most people know IISER Mohali at Sector 81.
Map for reaching the Visitors Hostel (VH) where all CSWS2015 participants will stay. IISER Mohali Gate to VH is 5 min by car.

Mention your name and meeting (CSWS2015) to the Gate Security, and show ID proof.

At VH reception you will be checked into your room.

[For any problem, ask them to call Somdatta Sinha at 8968744849]